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Two London Central Youth Hostels
an early hostel in Great Ormond Street and the latest in Bolsover Street

Central London (Great Ormond Street) Youth Hostel 1936 to 1952
38 Great Ormond Street, London WC1
Historic County: Middlesex

YHA Regions: National / London

GR: TQ 305820

The Hospital for Sick Children was founded by Charles West in 1851 in a 17th-century townhouse at 49 Great
Ormond Street in Central London. The hospital’s remarkable development over almost two centuries has
swallowed up many neighbouring properties, including 38 Great Ormond Street, a narrow four-storey Georgian
house, where YHA leased its first large youth hostel in central London. It operated from 1936 to 1952, when closure
and demolition of the hostel premises were necessary for a planned extension to Great Ormond Street Hospital.
John William Major, a member of YHA’s early National Executive, helped to find this property by touring local
estate agents. It was part of the considerable London property portfolio owned by the Rugby School estate. YHA’s
Rucksack Magazine of Autumn 1936 announced the acquisition and included the useful sketch map and
photograph shown below. The article author’s apparent culture shock in recording the opening of the Association’s
first substantial central London hostel shows how much YHA has developed its thinking over the intervening years:
The Central London hostel is now open (tel. Holborn 5375)
A large hostel in Central London? It does not sound right! Yet we have to provide for the ever-growing number
of members from the provinces and overseas who pass through on their way to rambles and rides afar. Nowhere
can we do more to help international understanding by bringing together hostellers from many different
countries. And London itself is a powerful magnet, and its study a worthy objective. The past summer’s
experience has shown clearly that Highgate (which remains open) is quite inadequate by itself to provide for all
the members from this country and abroad who want to visit London.
The new hostel lies between Euston and Holborn, near the British Museum, in a very quiet street. It is Georgian
in style, has two large common rooms with access to a small garden and a number of dormitories of varying sizes.
When the adaptations at present in progress are complete, it will hold about 110. It is our policy to make the
place simple and homely, to keep it a real hostel like the many country hostels we know and love, and to maintain
standard hostel charges and conditions (including full cooking facilities). During the winter, however, members
are allowed to stay more than three nights both at Highgate and Great Ormond Street, by arrangement with the
wardens.
The cost of the lease of the new hostel and the adaptations has been met within the movement, by gifts and loans
from Regional Groups and members and friends of the YHA, and the use of cash balances. This has, however,
meant some strain on our general resources and cutting out some adaptations and equipment that we are
reluctant to forego. Further gifts and loans would be welcome; they should be sent to the National Office or may
be handed in at Regional Offices or at one or other of the London hostels.
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Like the adjoining hospital, the hostel came to be known colloquially as GOSH.
It opened in July 1936, at first only partially and in a temporary fashion, to
provide August overflow for the more outlying Highgate hostel, over four miles to
the north. Neither facility was managed by YHA’s London Region, but rather
separately controlled by the National Executive, who had made a countrywide
appeal for gifts and loans to establish a youth hostel in central London. They
purchased the leasehold for £3,000 for 30 years, an arrangement vested in the
YHA Trust from 10th October 1936. The hoped-for target of 110 beds in the
article above was not met; there were 96 beds pre-war. Gardens at the rear of
houses numbered 28, 30, 32, 34, and 36 on the street were leased additionally,
passing to the Trust the following November. Most of the hostel decorating and
much of the repair work were done by local volunteers, while the panelling in the
large dining and common rooms was the gift of the local WTA. Before the war
the wardens were Ronald Ward and Mr JM Carrick.
Left: a postcard of ‘GOSH’, sent in 1939. The narrow façade hid an extensive interior.
There are known to have been three further pre-war postcards in this useful set
(author’s collection)

The National Executive Council used the hostel regularly for its meetings. Merseyside Region’s Berta Gough
attended one such in September 1936 and observed:
I stayed the night at Gt Ormond St. I found this hostel quieter than Highgate as there were cars passing up and
down Highgate all night, but Gt Ormond Street is more or less a cul-de-sac and very quiet. When we got there,
Ward, [the warden] made us coffee and cake in his room.
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Two more pre-war postcards (author’s collection) –1: a neatly-posed image of the hostel dining room;
2: a hostel dormitory with its bay window overlooking gardens to the rear. The card was posted in 1938

When war broke out the premises were taken over by Holborn Borough Council for Air Raid Precaution work.
YHA was turned out in April 1940 by the Auxiliary Fire Service, though the hostel was able to carry on a little, under
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duress: a few rooms were retained by YHA under a partial tenancy. The property was used as an inquiry bureau and
branch office and as a hostel for a few regular resident members. Ordinary hostel accommodation was limited to
London Highgate between 1940 and March 1945, when Central London Group arranged for GOSH to reopen as
an 80-bed hostel. The London Hostels Committee said that there was much work to be done, but they seemed to
achieve this quickly.
The post of warden was not filled immediately, however, as the Committee cancelled an interview on 5th May 1945
because only two candidates could attend. It was hoped to reconvene on 2nd June. It was considered necessary in
the first place to provide two adults of warden status, and one cleaner for the work of the hostel. As if to emphasise
the importance of the appointment, the 5th May minutes made explicit that travelling expenses for the candidates
for interview should be paid (implying that this was not normally the case at the time), and backed this up with
apparently generous provision for a decorating gang, no doubt reflecting the hardships of finding labour at the time:
It was decided to ask the Secretary to arrange for a working party for the decoration of the hostel under
responsible leadership, and suitably equipped with distemper and brushes. The members of such a party would
be allowed reasonable travelling expenses and up to five shillings food allowance per day if this should be
necessary. In addition, the Chairman undertook to write to the IVSP [International Voluntary Service for Peace]
in London.

Wardens in the post-war period included Peggy and Jim Titheridge, Ben and Ella Benjamin and Dora Fisher. Miss
Fisher was a regular member of London hostel staff and went on to run GOSH’s replacement at Earl’s Court.
In 1950 the removal of the YHA Sales Department to a new National Office at 21 Bedford
Street freed the premises for more efficient hostel use.
Pat Packham was one of 23,000 who stayed here the following year (YHA’s highest ever total then) and recalled:
As 1951 was the year of the Festival of Britain I decided to spend two nights at a hostel in Great
Ormond Street. It was a large rambling house.
The new Earl’s Court youth hostel opened in July 1952, overlapping by a few months with Great Ormond Street,
which closed in December. The remainder of the lease was sold to the Hospital for Sick Children in January 1953.
The building was then demolished for an expansive extension to Great Ormond Street Hospital.

London Central (Bolsover Street) Youth Hostel 2008 to present
104-108 Bolsover Street, London W1W 5LP
Historic County: Middlesex

GR: TQ 289818

The YHA website Supporters’ eNews announced in December 2006 that work had started on the new flagship
property for the city centre, YHA London
Central. The scheme necessitated the
conversion of a former office block on Bolsover
Street into a modern large youth hostel. The
block dates from 1959. At first used as offices,
it operated as the Students’ Union building of
the Polytechnic of Central London /
University of Westminster from 1972 to 1998,
and was vacant for a period after that. It was
comprehensively refurbished and reclad for
YHA on the original reinforced-concrete
frame in 2007 by TP Bennett, architects, at a
cost of £4.3m. The premises are leasehold.
Left: YHA Central in August 2010 (author’s photo)
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London Central hostel opened for accommodation on
6th February 2008. There was an official celebration
with the IYHF’s President, Édith Arnoult-Brill as guest
on 3rd October, by which time the hostel was very well
established, with 85% occupancy rate and about 50,000
overnights already achieved. The original planning
allowed for 300 beds. 290 or 296 were variously reported
in the first year, but with some internal reconfiguration
and the replacement of staff quarters in the basement by
further guest rooms a capacity of 302 has been firmly
established.
Right: the hostel’s spacious street-entrance foyer
(YHA publicity image)

When opened, the hostel provided 36 4-bedded, four 5-bedded, 13 6-bedded and six 8-bedded rooms. En suite
provision was available in 47 of the total of 59 rooms. An electronic key card system and CCTV were installed at the
outset, for the security and safety of guests. The rooms were simply furnished, with the emphasis on cleanliness and
ease of maintenance. The hostel was awarded VisitBritain’s 4* standard and in 2008 was shortlisted for best budget
accommodation at the VisitLondon awards.

This cheerful postcard accentuates the youthful social environment at London Central hostel.
The accommodation is particularly suited to small groups and individuals (YHA Archive)

The layout of YHA London Central benefits from its previous four-square design as office accommodation and is
straight-forward. The ground floor has a large reception, licensed café-bar, dining, lounge and social space area to the
left of the entrance. Until changes due in 2020, dining
seating has been at long tables and benches. Hostel services
are available to guests for 24 hours a day. At first there was
a dedicated public computer area, though this has now
given way to more flexible seating arrangements for laptop,
smartphone and tablet use. To the right of the entrance is
a secure bedroom area. Here, three of the five bedrooms
001 to 005 have an emphasis on provision for the disabled.
At the centre is the stair well and lift, with guest toilets and
washrooms to the rear.
Left: the large social area at London Central (YHA Archive)
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The basement contains the large self-catering kitchen, dining area, guest laundry and baggage room. At first there
were bedrooms for three junior staff on this floor, but these rooms now provide further non-en suite guest
accommodation, Rooms 006 to 008.

1 2
1: YHA London Central is fortunate to have a large and popular self-catering facility in the basement, with its own dining space
and social seating. TfL’s Victoria Line passes directly beneath the basement and occasional faint train rumbles can be heard;
2: the stair well overlooks a courtyard surrounded by a typical arrangement of varied London building styles and eras
(author’s photographs, March 2020)

Floors 1-4 are almost identical, being devoted to guest bedrooms, while Floor 5 at the top contains a slightly more
select arrangement as one room has a balcony overlooking the inner courtyard.

Floors 1 to 4 are arranged to the same pattern, as shown here, the * on the plan being a substitute for the respective floor
number. All rooms except *01 and *07 are provided with en suites. Floor 5 is broadly similar, except that *11 and *10 are
replaced by a reconfigured en suite Room 510 in the left-hand corner. A WC and shower room stands alongside off the
corridor to serve Room 501. Room 510 has the unique distinction of the balcony adjacent (YHA Archive)

By its fourth year, Central had broken every British record by being the first youth
hostel to top 100,000 overnights in one year (there is a claim, unsubstantiated so far,
that Carter Lane youth hostel may have passed that number about 30 years beforehand;
it was a highly unorthodox temporary hostel operated by YHA principally for
backpackers from abroad, and has since metamorphosed into YHA London St Paul’s).
By moving to well-fitted smaller rooms from the outset YHA reduced the need for
major refurbishment for ten years or so. Over the winter of 2019-20 the hostel has
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undergone considerable modernisation, with new décor and showers in the bedrooms, new security arrangements,
and the ground floor due to be refreshed with smaller 2-seater tables. The fifth floor was refurbished first, the team
moving down the floors in turn.
Ben Atwell was manager at the hostel’s opening, succeeded by James Ryan, who moved to YHA Eden Project in
2014. Nadia Aoujdad followed and is the current manager; she was previously at YHAs St Paul’s and St Pancras.

Left: YHA Central viewed from the north in August 2010 (author’s photo)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1936-1952: previous Oct to Sept; 2007-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Great Ormond Street Youth Hostel; ∆: Bolsover Street Youth Hostel
W: wartime closure or partial closure; •: overnights total combined with Highgate Youth Hostel;
@: open for three weeks only up to the end of the statistical year, 29th February 2008
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© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.
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